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Description:

Two female titans -- perfectly matched in guts, guile, and political genius.Elizabeth, queen of England, has taken on the mighty Spanish Armada
and, in a stunning sea battle, vanquished it. But her troubles are far from over. Just across the western channel, her colony Ireland is embroiled in
seething rebellion, with the islands fierce, untamed clan chieftains and their wild Irish followers refusing to bow to their English oppressors.Grace
OMalley -- notorious pirate, gunrunner, and Mother of the Irish Rebellion -- is at the heart of the conflict. For years, she has fought against the
English stranglehold on her beloved country. At the height of the uprising Grace takes an outrageous risk, sailing up the Thames to London for a
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face-to-face showdown with her nemesis, the queen of England.In this enthralling historical fiction (Publishers Weekly), Robin Maxwell masterfully
brings to life these strong and pugnacious women in order to tell the little-known but crucial saga of Elizabeths Irish war.

Don’t Get Mom AngryBy Bob GelmsThe Wild Irish: A Novel of Elizabeth I and the Pirate OMalley by Robin Maxwell is an epic tale of the
collision of the two most powerful women of the 16th century, Elizabeth I and Grace O’Malley. One is English and the other has the honor to be
Irish. Ms. Maxwell has written a novel with a very strong foundation in history. This is, essentially, the story of how Elizabeth attempted to quash
the Irish uprising at the end of her reign, an Irish revolt led by Grace O’Malley, Queen of the Irish Rebellion and the Pirate Queen of IrelandThe
novel covers one of the most famous incidents in Irish history. To control the wild Irish Queen, Elizabeth appointed a governor for each of the four
ancient provinces. One of them, Connacht Province, has five counties, one of which is County Mayo, the seat of Grace’s kingdom. Its governor,
Richard Bingham, was a card carrying sadistic sociopath with a deep hatred for the Irish people. Bingham only hated one thing more than he hated
the Irish, Grace O’Malley herself. He appropriated a huge chunk of her land, her herd of cattle and one of her castles. Oh yeah, he also kidnapped
her son and her brother and held them for ransom. As a pirate, Grace commanded 24 ships. In addition to the sailors, she had a small army of
250-500 men under her command. Richard Bingham had just shaken the biggest hornets’ nest in Ireland.Grace took her flagship and sailed it right
up the Thames, docked at Greenwich Castle, and demanded an audience with the Queen. Now, this is a woman that most Englishmen would love
to see beheaded. Grace had some pretty big cojones, figuratively.The Queen stunned the court by granting the interview. Elizabeth didn’t speak
Irish and Grace didn’t speak English, so, these two incredible women hammered out an agreement by conversing in Latin. Every bit of this is
historical fact. What comes next is not. Elizabeth invites Grace to stay the night and they retire to the Queen’s bedroom where Grace tells the
Queen her life’s story. The facts of her life are true but the setting never happened.The rest of the book is a mixture of the Queen’s effort to put
down the rebellion in Ireland, and Grace’s efforts to support the uprising. Then, enter the Earl of Essex whose real name is Robert Devereux. The
Queen sent him with an overpowering army to defeat the Irish rebels. Essex was appointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland (thats equivalent to
Supreme Allied Commander). Essex had at least two, maybe three, opportunities to defeat the Irish in what would have been described as a rout,
but for some completely mysterious reason he negotiated a treaty. Nothing was written down. The two commanders met in the middle of an open
field and verbally came to an agreement that lasted three months. Essex’s career was finished. He was disgraced. Now comes the juicy part.It was
very heavily rumored that Essex was a favorite of the Queen. They supposedly had a hot affair that lasted quite some time. That’s right, the Virgin
Queen. While still in the good (pun alert) graces of the Queen, Grace O’Malley and the Earl of Essex had a number of, um, uh, assignations, giving
a whole new meaning to “comforting the enemy.” It’s more likely Grace was using her feminine whiles to spy on the enemy and gather whatever
intelligence she could. By the time he went to Ireland the affair was over and Essex had taken to finding his pleasure anywhere he could.
Consequently, he contracted what was called the French pox. LOL. He was very sick in Ireland and a lot of his military decisions were made
while in the grip of the disease.Elizabeth, daughter of Ann Boleyn and Henry VIII, had one important goal she wanted to achieve. She wanted to
complete the subjugation of Ireland, something her father started but didn’t finish. The Irish finally surrendered but, in a sublime irony, it was three
days after Elizabeth died. Grace is said to have died a few months later in her castle in County Mayo. The Earl of Essex, Robert Devereux, died
from complications due to the French pox.Wild Irish: A Novel of Elizabeth I and the Pirate OMalley by Robin Maxwell is a very clever mix of
history and fiction. And let me just say you will enjoy the read even if you aren’t Irish.
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